
Design Vacancy  - Colour & Materials

Job Description:
A career at Aston Martin means joining one of the world's most respected luxury
automotive brands. With Design opportunities available now within the COLOUR &
MATERIALS TEAM, you have the chance to join us in a highly creative environment,
which is both fast-paced, rewarding and dynamic.

In this role you will generate innovative themes for showcar, production and non
automotive project work. This key studio team is looking for talented and experienced
individuals to deliver rapid creative concepts, with the knowledge to translate and
develop these ideas through to production, working within the boundaries and
constraints of automotive testing criteria. You will be responsible for materials research,
trending and the creation of mood boards and samples to portray future ideas.

Candidate profile:
To deliver to the high standards we have set within Aston Martin Design, you will need
to be engaged, proactive, tenacious, creative, and have a keen eye for aesthetic quality.
Candidates require the skill to translate ideas from 2D, to a 3D environment, both
proportionally, spatially & visually. An adept knowledge of materials and technologies is
required, both future and current. You should have a keen awareness of the high end
luxury market sector, from fashion to product and interior design. Candidates are able to
work effectively as team players, within the studio, externally with suppliers, and across
the business. Confident and proficient presentation skills are required, and the ability to
plan and prioritise workloads when set challenging timetables and constraints.
Aston Martins owners and customers expect the most creative beautiful and capable of
products. We expect our team members to be able to deliver and exceed these
expectations, delighting our astute client base .

Profile Specifics:
•3 years + Automotive studio experience
•Visualisation ability in Showcase/Photoshop/ Illustrator to present concepts
•Ability to quickly deliver creative Interior or Exterior proposals /solutions
• An understanding of the validation & testing processes for vehicle components &
systems
•A working knowledge of component manufacturing tooling requirements & general
development lead times
•A strong desire to go the ‘extra mile’ in order to deliver on products for the most
reputable and renown brands.
•Full EU passport is essential.


